
 
 

TABLE TALK 
April 21, 2017 

 
5th and 6th Grade 

 
 
SCIENCE 
We have been learning about protists. Which plant-like protist is harming our Grasses for 
the Masses project and why is it bad for the grass? 
 
ENGLISH  
In our novel, the Malone family decides to "hop the rails" to travel to Flint. The family is 
told they can only take with them what they can carry. What would each member in your 
family decide to take if you were forced to leave everything you can't carry behind? 
 
HISTORY 
We just started research projects. What is your topic and what are you excited to find out 
about it? 
 
MATH 
What fraction of the food you ate for dinner tonight was vegetables? Protein? What 
ingredients needed to be measured to make the meal? What type of fractions might you use 
in cooking? 
 
LF - WORD UP!  
What are small folds, ridges, or creases in a normally smooth surface? They might form on 
your brow or in the fabric of your clothing when it becomes twisted....Wrinkle comes from 
the Anglo-Saxon word meaning winding or crooked. Who's working on consonant-le 
syllables? 
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7th grade 

 
 
SCIENCE 
Which renewable resource (hydropower, wind power, solar power, etc.) do you think is the 
best alternative to fossil fuels and why? 
 
ENGLISH  
From our novel study of the Boy of the Painted Cave: What was your favorite part of the 
story? What is one theme you have learned from this book? Can/Does this theme apply to 
your life? 
 
HISTORY  
What can artifacts tell us about daily life in Mohenjodaro? 
 
MATH  
What fraction of the food you ate for dinner tonight was vegetables? Protein? What 
ingredients needed to be measured to make the meal? What type of fractions might you use 
in cooking? 
 
LF – WORD UP!  
What are small folds, ridges, or creases in a normally smooth surface? They might form on 
your brow or in the fabric of your clothing when it becomes twisted....Wrinkle comes from 
the Anglo-Saxon word meaning winding or crooked. Who's working on consonant-le 
syllables? 
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8th grade 

 
SCIENCE 
The James River now has a healthy Bald Eagle population.  During the late 60’s and early 
70’s there were almost no nesting pairs of eagles on the James River and the eagles in North 
America were considered endangered.  A large part of the decline was due to the insecticide 
DDT.  Explain why DDT caused so much harm to the population of eagles.  Do you think 
laws that protect endangered species are worth having?   
 
ENGLISH 
Man v. Self Conflict:  Percy struggled with a terrible decision when he ultimately decided 
what to do with those three pearls.  Would you have done the same thing?  Did you 
agree/disagree with Percy’s reasoning regarding his treasure (Mom)? 
 
HISTORY 
Tell me about the myth of Romulus and Remus, how does it similar to other famous stories? 
 
MATH 
What fraction of the food you ate for dinner tonight was vegetables? Protein? What 
ingredients needed to be measured to make the meal? What type of fractions might you use 
in cooking? 
 
LF – WORD UP!  
What are small folds, ridges, or creases in a normally smooth surface? They might form on 
your brow or in the fabric of your clothing when it becomes twisted.... Wrinkle comes from 
the Anglo-Saxon word meaning winding or crooked. Who's working on consonant-le 
syllables? 
 
 
 


